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Message from Ann
Friends,
Our park is about to have contractors moving on to site (date not yet
confirmed) for the refurbishment of the entrance area, including alterations
to the Rangers Office, replacement of the public toilets, a take away cafe and
a new workshop. This will produce better facilities for the staff and public.
Sadly we will have lost Sunday Teas, Linger by the Lake and easy public
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access to the Garden of Friendship. I am looking forward, as I am sure you all
are, to the completion of this work (no date yet) then perhaps we can turn our
attention to rearranging the social, postponed due mainly to Covid, and the AGM
in the spring.
I wish you all a very happy and healthy new year.
Ann.

Remembering Mr Chris Rose
Chris (or Mr Chris, as he was known) was
forced to take early retirement from
engineering at BRUSH in Loughborough in
2009, due to a diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease. Having seen the volunteers
working in Rushcliffe Country Park
previously, he decided that was what he
wanted to do when he retired.
So, we both joined. So many new things to
learn - hedge laying, brush clearing, crown
lifting, reed clearing, carving, straw
sausage making (great fun) and willow
weaving etc – most of the not too heavy
jobs.
As time passed and Parkinson’s took more
hold, Chris moved to weeding, honey
extraction and jar labelling, mosaic making
and eventually, filling the bird seed bags.
It was in 2021 that Parkinson’s and signs of
early dementia finally got the better of him and he died in July. Because of Covid,
we had a private wake in the Garden of Friendship – a beautiful, peaceful area for
the family to meet and say goodbye to him.
The one place Chris always had to be was at the Park on a Wednesday.
Mrs Chris.
We sadly lost our friend Chris last year after a long battle with Parkinson’s. Chris
was already a Friend of several years’ standing when I became a volunteer 7
years ago.
As his symptoms became worse, he was unable to do the physical stuff and spent
more time sitting and helping. He filled hundreds of bags with bird food, made
mosaics and sold honey and jams.
His gentle demeanour won him many friends and he is greatly missed.
Ann.
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Editorial
With social distancing encouraged by Covid 19 we work in greater safety from
risks inherent in the tasks themselves. That is particularly noticeable in hedge
laying where we now have more friends each able to lay a section of hedge by
themselves. This is not lone working. Help is a few yards away if needed. We will
welcome social activities returning. Certainly greater separation is difficult for
such a social group but desirable when using potentially dangerous tools.
As we come out of pandemic we have further changes due to development at the
park. Ann has already mentioned that Linger and Sunday Teas will cease and a
new full time takeaway café with outdoor tables will be provided by the council.
We thank Ann, Sue and all those friends
who have helped run Linger and
Sunday teas both at the park and by
baking cakes.
Our loyal customers will miss the
opportunity to sit in a warm room and
be welcomed by the Friends.
On a brighter note. The Park has again
been awarded a Green Flag.
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Hedge Laying
As other tasks such as woodland fence
line clearance finished we started our
hedge laying regime. First a team
consisting of John E, Tim, Jan T and
myself cut another few yards of the
orchard hedge which had become
sufficiently high for laying.
Another group cut another length of
young hedge near the reed bed. This is
described below by Steve W, who we
welcome and who has quickly become
enthusiastic about hedging.
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Just before Christmas we started to
clear a working space alongside a
mature hedge near the metal gates on
the South side of the park, which has
much large field maple and not much
else. This hedge promises to be
challenging.
Photo John Y

John Y (editor).
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Hedge Laying – by Steve W
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I have only recent joined the Friends
work group and have thoroughly
enjoyed the cutting back, clearing and
maintaining jobs that I have
experienced so far. When I was invited
to help with a hedge laying project, I
was quite excited as it has been
something I have always wanted to
have a go at. I have seen this work
being carried out around the park
before and often admired the obvious
skill and patience that is required to
produce a well laid hedge. The hedge
we were asked to work on was across
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the lake from the Rangers office
bordering a foot path so there was
going to be plenty of interest in us.
The team consisted of myself, John R,
Heather, Rosemary and Lib and it was
under their patient guidance and
direction that I took my first tentative
steps in to the world of hedge laying.

Photo John Y
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Many of the tools used were unfamiliar to me so I was shown how to use them
safely, how to look after them and also make sure I had my own bill hook! They
took me through all the stages from trimming the poles, to how to pleach (what
to pleach and what not to) and finally to the binding and finishing off. Learning
how to bind correctly and to see a finished hedge looking so neat and tidy was a
real pleasure. We had many comments from passers-by complimenting us on
how good the hedge was looking.
I found the whole three-week project very satisfying, interesting and most of all
fun. Working with such a friendly and knowledgeable team was really rewarding
and am looking forward to being able to a help in the next hedge laying project
and learn a bit more about this very important conservation work.
Steve W.
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John’s Jottings
As usual during autumn and
winter, the resident birds on the
lake have been supplemented by
“winter” ducks. Shoveler have
been with us since early October,
and one day I counted as many
as 18. These ducks have a habit
of swimming round and round in
Shoveler
small circles, head submerged,
stirring up food (insects, larvae,
plant matter, etc.) which is filtered out by their specialised bills. Often they do
this in pairs or in small groups, following each other round.

Goosander M

Goosander F

There has also been a male Teal seen regularly near the feeders, but other
species such as Gadwall and Pochard seem to be scarce. Unusually we have been
visited by Goosander, a large diving duck from a group known as “sawbills”.
These have backward-angled teeth on their bills, helping then to catch fish. A
male visited a couple of times in late November, and a female was seen on 15th
December. Goosanders are regular winter visitors to larger wetlands in the area
such as Attenborough and Colwick Park. Other British sawbills are Smew (which
is seen in the region but in smaller numbers) and Red-breasted Merganser (rare
in this region, although there was one at Colwick Park last winter).
Another brief visitor to the lakeside
was a Common Redshank, a wading
bird, on 22nd November.
Winter-visiting thrushes (Redwing
and Fieldfare) are around now,
feasting on berries. But our resident
thrushes (Mistle Thrush and Song
Thrush) can occasionally be heard
singing from before Christmas, as
they start to think about establishing
territory for the spring. Indeed a

Dunnock
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Mistle Thrush has regularly been
singing at nearby Sharphill Wood since
late November. Many of our resident
song birds will build up their singing
over the next couple of months. This
increased vocalisation, along with the
absence of leaves on deciduous trees,
makes these birds somewhat easier to
find during winter and early spring.
John E.
All Photos by John E.

Kestrel

BIOBLITZ AT
RUSHCLIFFE COUNTRY PARK
24 hrs of discovery
Saturday 2nd (evening) and Sunday 3rd July 2022
The BioBlitz starts on the Saturday evening, with a bat walk and moth trapping.
The main event is from 10 a.m. on the Sunday and will be fun for all the family
with walks, talks, workshops and children’s activities.

Please put these dates in your diary and come and take part.
Volunteers are needed to assist with all the activities, set up early on Sunday and
take down Sunday evening, the organisation on both days and data collection etc.
.
If you have an activity or walk you would like to run please contact us, the choice
is yours

If you are able to volunteer or want more information please speak to Rosemary,
Heather, Marĳke, Steve W, or Alastair, we are usually at the Park every
Wednesday, or contact us on RPBBlitz@outlook.com .
Rosemary.
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Reptile Survey 2021
From May to August 2021, Rosemary, Lib, Marĳke and I carried out a weekly
reptile survey in the park. This was more of an exercise in hope than
expectation: during previous reptile surveys in 2018 and 2019 we had only seen
one grass snake, although numerous grass snake sightings had been reported by
other volunteers, rangers or members of the public. No other reptiles had been
seen.
As for the previous surveys, we used 19 mats (rectangles of roofing felt) for
snakes to use for basking or for shelter. These were sited in the reed bed,
educational wood, tree trail and near the park entrance: all areas where snakes
had previously been reported.

Grass Snakes
Photo Marĳke

Each week from May to mid-July we recorded the familiar negative findings.
However, during Lib’s survey on 15 July, she and Bob saw a grass snake
sheltering under a mat in the tree trail area. What excitement! That wasn’t all,
though: we spotted a snake (or the same snake?) three more times in August
and September under the same mat – and on the second and third occasions, it
had found a companion!
We also recorded reports of other reptile sightings in or near the park during
2021. Including ours, there were nine reports of snakes between June and
October in the park, all near the lake or the tree trail. Also, one snake was
reported near the miniature train track at the Heritage Railway, and a dead snake
was found on Asher Lane. Again, all snakes that were positively identified (i.e.
seen by rangers or volunteers, or photographed) were grass snakes.
Heather, on behalf of the Reptile Survey Team.
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Small Mammal Foot Print Tunnels
Small mammal footprint tunnels are a simple safe method to use when surveying
an area for small mammals such as mice, shrews, voles and hedgehogs
The tunnels are cheap and simple to make. The small mammals walk over an ink
pad to get to the food bait, leaving their prints on the paper on their way out.
The bait was a mixture of bird seed, grated cheese and meal worms. The tunnels
can be safely left as the mammals are not trapped inside. (Figure 1)
Over a period of days at the end of October, six small
tunnels suitable for mice, shrews and voles and one
larger for the bigger mammals such as hedgehogs were
placed in various locations in the park.
The tunnels are an effective in recording visits and the
prints left are characteristic of the mammal. One of the
problems is that multiple visits can cause a very
confusing pattern as you can see on the example. It can
be difficult to differentiate between visiting creatures
especially field voles (Microlus agresta) and wood/field
mice (Apodemus sylvaticus), the common shrew (Sorex
araneus) often leaves a tail drag.(figure 2) Unfortunately
it is unusual to obtain such a clear print as those of the
mouse on figure 3 .
Woodland. Two small tunnels under the trees or by a
brash pile were visited by field mice and two by common
shrews and wood mice, two placed in open glades with no
shelter were not visited. The large tunnel was visited by
wood mice
Common
Shrew
Prints

Field. Three small tunnels in long grass were visited by
wood mice but two in the open were not used. One inside
a fence line had wood mice prints; we had hoped to find
vole prints, earlier in the year they had been seen nesting
under the snake mat close to the tunnel, but were unable
to distinguish vole prints from wood mice. The large
tunnel was visited by wood mice
There was no evidence of hedgehogs in either location

Mouse
Prints

Summary. This is a simple safe method of sampling the
local small mammal population that avoids trapping and
handling the mammals. They can be left out for a few
days, once the food has gone the tunnels are not visited
and can be used at different times of the year. A method
that can be used during the BioBlitz in July
Rosemary and Tim W.
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Roger’s Notes
I have been asked to update the Friends on a new project,
the Animal tracks trail, even though it has not been
installed yet. The trail is to start at the entrance to the
Ladybird trail and run nearby. It will comprise of 18 animal
signs in aluminium and beside each sign a concrete shape
showing the animal's footprint. Then every 3 signs an extra

footprint will ask the
visitor to identify the print
from what they have just
learnt. A leaflet at 50p will
give the visitor additional
information about other
signs of an animal's
presence, its eating habits
etc . Forest School
activities are now being
given a higher priority in
education today and this
will hopefully be well used. I hope to employ the talents of the Friends in the
installation of the trail.
Friends may have noticed that the
model of the park has spent
months under a tarpaulin. This is
down to the new fence line change .
It was then decided to leave the
move to when the lakeside had been
cleared for the winter. I started off
by fixing the metal support legs in
concrete. This was sanded and given
a fresh green coat. A ramp was
needed because the model was so
heavy. On the moving day Chris and

Photo John Y
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Steve set up the winch to
drag it up onto the legs.
We were also helped by
Steve W and his lovely
dog Daily. Helen came to
supervise and
photograph the
proceedings. The model
was winched up and fixed
Photo Helen
on its stand. Thanks to
those who helped, it went smoothly. The next day I added the two key signs,
these need updating but are OK for the time being.
A visit to the sensory trail area
will reveal some new additions
and old activities upgraded.

The area has been inspected by
the health and safety organisation
and approved. I have worked very
hard to upgrade everything that I
can. The new additions are.. The squirrel up a tree, the
squirrel's tail memory game, the eyes closed jigsaw
game and the rubber tyre.
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The rest have all been upgraded, rebuilt, repainted,
and improved.
Let the pictures explain the rest.
Roger.
Photos by Roger except where stated otherwise.

Regular Volunteer Work Has Resumed
Please meet at 09:30 outside the park workshop on Wednesday mornings.
The location may change during the redevelopments.

Natural history studies in the park
A booklet has been prepared jointly with Keyworth and
District local History Society (KDLHS) entitled
The natural history of Rushcliffe Country Park
And its historical background.
Copies may be purchased from FoRCP or from KDLHS,
David Charles, John Randall, Mick Thomson, Rosemary
Dove or Chris Davies.

Published by Friends of Rushcliffe Country Park. Registered Charity No 1079665
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